Q u a n tu m S tates w ith M a x im u m I n f o r m a t io n E n tr o p y . II W. Ochs and W. Bayer Sektion Physik der Universität München (Z. Naturforsch. 28 a, 1571-1585 [1973] ; received 8 June 1973) We examine the conditions which a given information of the form "Tr( WAr) = mr;r = 1,...,A" must satisfy in order to determine a unique quantum state with maximum information entropy. Special consideration is given to the case of commuting Ar which is most important for statistical thermodynamics.
Introduction
In a previous paper 1>la we began the examina tion of one of the basic mathematical problems in the information theory approach to quantum statistics. The mean values (
1.3) -oo
In case of an operator with a pure point spectrum and the spectral representation A = Z a n P an, n Reprint requests to Dr. W. Ochs, Sektion Physik, Lehr stuhl Prof. Süßmann, D-8000 München 2, Theresienstraße 37, Germany.
the definition (1.3) takes the form Tv(W A )= 2 a n Tr(W Pan).
(1.4) n
The above problem has hitherto been solved only in special cases: (I) For arbitrary A eN and dim J^ < oo, Wichmann4 has shown that every (consistent) information of the form (1.1) determines a unique QME. (II) For dim Jf = oo and h = 1, Ingarden and Urbanik 5 and Bayer and Ochs1 have shown that, apart from a few additional exceptional cases, the information (1.1) determines a unique QME if and only if m\ is limited to a certain (^li-dependent) interval and if a real number ß exists with Tr[exp(-ßA±)] < oo. In these cases, the problem can be solved completely because of its strong specialization.
If one examines, however, the possibility of QMEs under the general condition (1.1), then one en counters considerable mathematical difficulties: Given two s.a. operators A, B, little is known about the conditions under which A + B is also s. a., and equally little is known about when eA+B is of trace class or even when it exists. And the generalization of the mean value definition entails additional difficulties: Obviously, the functional Tr(JF-) of (1.3) is not linear since the sum of two s. a. opera tors is not necessarily s. a. again; but, even worse, the additivity of Tr(JF-) is not certain for s.a. sums of s.a. operators2. As a consequence, the general problem allows only of much weaker results then the particular cases mentioned above.
In Section 2 we examine the general conditions under which the information (1.1) determines a unique QME; this analysis turns out to be limited to state operators whose mean value functionals are linear in the A r at least with respect to the linear combinations relevant for our problem. In Section 3 we then treat in more detail the special case of commuting Ar which is of particular importance for statistical physics. In this case, all essential results of the case h = 1 can be retained under very general assumptions on the Ar which also cover the macrocanonical ensemble.
The General Case
The central notion in the solution1»5 of the special problem l'h = 1, dimJ^ = oo" was that of a regular operator: An operator X is called (thermodynamically) regular if X is s. a. and if there exists a real number ß such that Tr[exp(-ß X)] < oo. In the present paper, we generalize the notion of regularity in order to apply it to sets of operators [and by an "operator" we understand henceforth a linear operator acting in a given separable Hilbert space Jf? of infinite dimensions]. To avoid trivial complications we need some sort of independence among operators. AVe call n operators A \ , ..., A n 1-independent if the n -+-1 operators 1, A \, ..., A n are linearly independent on the intersection of their domains. For h = 1, regularity and strong regularity of an operator set are equivalent to the regularity of its element. For h > 1, regularity is a much weaker property of operator sets than strong regularity since every set of 1-independent, s. a. operators including at least one regular operator is itself a regular set. Strong regularity of a set of 1-indepen dent, s. a. operators, however, is logically indepen dent of the regularity of its elements: A set of 1-independent regular operators needs not to be strongly regular; on the other hand, two extremely nonregular operators can form a strongly regular set as is shown by the Hamiltonian of the harmonic oscillator.
For the following we repeat some notations from paper I 1: The spectrum of an operator A is denoted by o(A) and, for s. a. operators, we set o{A) = sup {x e g(A)}, a(A) = inf{x e a {A)}.
The domain of an operator A is denoted by 3>(A) and a complete orthonormal set of eigenvectors of a s. a. operator A with a pure point spectrum is called an eige?ibasis of A or simply an A-basis. P(xp) is the projection operator which projects upon the one-dimensional subspace generated by the vector xp. In analogy with the sets 2S™ of the intro duction we define = {We : Tr(XW) = m ), = (J . me R A In order to develop an applicable theory, we have to confine ourselves to state operators IF whose mean value functionals Tr(lF-) are linear in the Ar with respect to the linear combinations occuring in our problem. Thus we define = {lFe23": ( V a e^) a T r(lF^) = Tr(WaA) 0"> = W ' p, <r>, For simplicity we will often drop the index A if no confusion results. With the help of these notions, Corollary 6 and parts of Theorem II of 1 can be extended to the case of arbitrary Ala. For a simple formulation of the first lemma, we define the supremum of a real function on the empty set as zero. and from (2.2) and (2.3) we arrive at (2.1). In case of gm = 0, the assertion holds by definition. □
To generalize Theorem II of 1 we need the following lemmata. This raises the question whether the generalization (1.3) of the mean value definition was at all worthwile in viewT of the fact that this generalization not only poses additional mathematical difficulties but had to be reduced again in Lemma 1 and Theorem I. However, even with the restriction to the state operators of 2^, the generalization is meaningful because the set {W e2£: tr (AW) = m} is in general a true subset of 2^ . In addition to these minor limitations of gener ality, Theorem I also lacks of some essential results which have been deduced in the special cases (I) and (II), viz. the statements about extension and shape of 9^ and Ü D Z^ as wT ell as statements about the differentiability of the functions Z, (A r) and H with respect to the a s. This deficiency is unavoid able and due to the extreme variety of the class of all regular operator sets. If we consider, e.g., a ß-regular operator set X = {Xi, ..., Xh}, then we do not even know whether X is a-regular for all a in a sufficiently small neighborhood of ß. And just as little can be said about ; even for strongly regular operator sets A, may be empty as the following example shows.
Example (2.18): Let {9^: i e N} be an arbitrary basis of J4?; then the operators 00 A = Z a t P(<pt), at = l n t -(-2 )* , 1=1 00 B = Z b i P(<pi), bt = ( -2Y 1=1 are s. a., 1-independent and commuting. From 00 Z(a,£) = 2 e x p { -( a a * + ^) } i= 1 00 = i ; -a e x p { (a -£ )( -2 )* } i= 1 and 00 (By (a, ex.) = Z (a, a)-1 2 h exP {-(a a* + abt)} i=i 00
it follows that the operator set {A, B} is strongly regular and we find 9<W> = {(«• ß) e R2: a = /? > 1}, W[A>B} = 0.
For similar reasons, Theorem I contains no statement about the differentiability of the func tions Z, <Ary and H. These stronger statements can only be extended to the case "h > 1, dim J f = 00" under additional restricting conditions on the operator set A . 10 Theorem II provides concrete examples of strongly regular operator sets with an Ä-dimensional and non-vanishing without assuming commut ing Ar . 
Proof of (i): In Lemma 4 of 1 we have shown that a regular operator is semibounded and has an empty essential spectrum. As all Ar e A are s.a., all Ar except for Ak are completely continuous and Ak is regular, we infer from standard theorems in the perturbation theory of linear operators11 that the operators a A are s. a. for all a e RÄ and have the additional properties @(aA) -&(Ak) and ffessi«^) = ^essM*) = 0-As A jc is semibounded, a A is also semibounded11 with va -vk sgn y.k • Hence the operator exp (-a A) is s. a., positive and bounded for all a e RA with vk sgn xk = + 1 and has a pure point spectrum, with zero as the only possible limit point. These properties guarantee that the matrix trace tr (e -a.4\ I ( ( f i , e -aA (ft) i= 1 is independent of the basis {<pi} (but not necessarily finite)12 and satisfies, by reason of Peierls inequality9,, the relation oo tr(c-«-4) = sup 2 exp { -(<pt , a A<pt)} (2.23) t=i n which the supremum is taken over all bases {cpf. i E U } c 2 ( A k). for all m e SJi^.
To establish more detailed results we must impose a further condition on the operators Ar . In the first theorem of this section we will show that in the case of a regular set of commuting and semibounded operators, the essential results of the case h = 1 can be extended to the case of arbitrary h. For this purpose we prove some relations between the spectra of commuting operators which are also of interest on their own merits. Following K ato11, we define the continuous spectrum a con (A) of a s.a. operator A as the spectrum of the continuous part of A. In addition, we introduce the unit elements er = {0, ..., 1,0, ...,0 } of R» for r = 1, ...,h . This implies h cA = Z c r fr (X) = t(X ) (3.8) r= 1 in which t is a Borel function, too. According to Lemma 6 and (3.8), X has a pure point spectrum and, because of (3.2) and (3.7), this proves the assertion. □ Corollary8. Let A i , . . . , A n be n s.a., mutually commuting operators on a separable Hilbert space at least one of which has an empty essential spec trum. Then all Ar have a pure point spectrum. for all a, ß e 9? and all X e [0, 1]. Hence 9t is a convex set and Z is a convex function on 9t. Next we choose an arbitrary element a e 9i and an arbitrary index k e {1, ..., A} and consider the points 8 = a -f-xvkek with x ^ 0 and the corre sponding partition function Z (8) = 2 exp -2 ar an exp(-xvk aki) . (3.14)
i=l \ r=l / According to our assumption, Ak is semibounded. If Ax is even bounded, then it follows from (3.14) that Z(8) ^e x p (x \\Ak\\)Z(a) < oo .
If
Ah is unbounded, then we can assume without loss of generality that Ak is bounded from below (i.e. Vk -+ 1) with the bound c, and we obtain Z (8) = 2 exp -2 ar ari exp (-x aki) i=l \ r=1 / < (1 + e*lcl)Z(a) < oo. According to our choice of a and e, the point a -e v is also contained in int 9i and thus we find 1 r = 1 and arbitrary non-negative integers m , . . . , n h. If we multiply the inequality (3.12) by h Fl I ari | 'lr r= 1 and sum over all i, then it follows that F n( a ) = Z ( a ) < U \A r \'lr \r= 1 = 2 n K i = l r = 1 exp (-aran) is convex and hence finite in the entire int 9t. As a convex function, F n is also continuous on int 9t17; and as a continuous convergent series of nonnegative terms, the series F n even converges uni formly on all K{a. e) c int 9i18. This implies that all series are uniformly convergent on r all K (a, e) c int 9?. Finally, it follows from the uniform convergence of all series on r all K(ol,£) c in t 9t and from the relation In Theorem III we have assumed, mainly for simplicity, that all Ar are semibounded. In fact, this assumption can be weakened without injuring the results considerably. In the following theorem, we consider a weakened assumption which is of particular importance for statistical thermo dynamics.
Theorem IV. Let A = {Ai, ..., Ah} be a regular set of mutually commuting operators with the additional property that (# ) the operators A z ,...,A k are semibounded whereas A\ is majorized from (at least) one side by a semibounded operator of the form h xi \ + y x r Ar with x e R A. r = 2 Then, in addition to Theorem 1(a) -(c) and Cor ollary 5, the statements 111(f) -(h) remain valid whereas 111(e) has to be slightly modified as follows:
(e#) is a convex, A-dimensional, unbounded subset of RA and ZA is a convex function on Together with a point a, contains also the convex hull of the h half-ines {a + c vr er : c ^ 0} for r = 2 ,..., h and {ca: c ^ 1} emanating from a.
Proof, ad
). The convexity of 9t and the convexity of Z on 9i can be proved just as in Theorem III (e). Let a be an element of 9i. Then, according to 1(c), the half-line {ca: c ^ 1} is also contained in 9t. This completes the proof of (e#).
ad ( f ) -( h ) : In the proofs of III(f)-(h ), the stronger assumption that all Ar e A are semibounded has been used at only one point, viz., to prove that all functions | Ar \nr) are finite in thê r entire int 9v [see Equation (3.16)]. Hence, in order to complete the proof of Theorem IV, we have merely to show that the finiteness of these functions can also be deduced from the assumptions of the present theorem.
From (3.15) it follows that | ari |* ^ S ? g(nr , dr)n' e6' s< exp (<5r vr ari) = Dr (Sr) exp (dr vr ari) (3.25)
for r -2, we obtain h and 0 < dr < \\e. From
.ri 1 + Y ^ 0 2 xr ari = \ yi\ni < u nig(ni,e)nieEU eey' , r = 2 (u + ijt)"1 ^ | yt | + (2 + u)n> (3.26) < (2 + u)ni + u2mg(ni, e)nie£UeEyt.
From (3.15), (3.23) and (3.26) we obtain | a u \n' < ( u + yi)n> g (m , di)ni exp {<3i (u + yt + a«)} < Ci (<5i) exp (<3i yt + di a u ) + C2 (<3i, e) • exp(ei/i + biyt + di««) (3.27) for all 0 < <5i < 1/e, 0 < e < 1/e, where Ci(di) and C2(di, e) are finite for di, e * 0. The Eqs. (3.25) and (3.27) yield oo / h \ r h Z ( a ) ( n M r |" '> ( a ) = 2 n | ari |U r J exp \ -2 <*r«r* r= 1 / i = 1 \r=l / ( r = 1 / h \ oo J" Ä = Ci (<*i) n Dr(t5r) 2 exp { -(ai -<5i) a»} exp I -2 «r« (ar -Sr vr -<5i av) \r = 2 / i= I { r = 2 j h \oo C Ä + C2((5i, £) n^r((3r) 2 exp {-(ai -(3i)ay} exp < -2 ari(ar -dr vr -dixr -£Tr) \r=2 i= 1 I r = 2
Defining the vectors X = {<5i, ^2 <32 + ^2 (5i,.. . , Vh dh + xn <3i}, \ = {öl, r 2 ^2 + 0C 2, öl + X2 e , . . . , Vh dh + xh + xh fi} ,
we finally obtain Z (a) / n | Ar \A (a) ^ Cx (äi) ( f l D r (<$r)) Z (a -x ) + C2 , e) ( U Dr (ör) ) Z (a -. (3.28)
Let us now consider a point a e int Then there exists also a closed ball K (a. o) in int 9i with o > 0, and we can choose the parameters e, d \, ..., dh such that h £n < 5 r> 0 and |x |< £ > r= 1
Hence all expressions on the right side of (3.28) are finite and wre obtain H j -M^ (a) < o o for all a e int and arbitrary nr e N U {0}. □ In the Theorems III and IV, the regularity of A has been presupposed. But in general it is difficult to ascertain that a given operator set is regular. Hence in many cases, the following statement may be useful which results immediately from Defini tion 1 and the above theorems.
Corollary 9. Let A be a set of mutually commut ing, s.a. operators which are either all semibounded or satisfy the property ( # ) of Theorem IV. Then A is regular if and only if A is strongly regular. In particular, A is (strongly) regular, if the operators of A are 1 -independent and if at least one of them is regular itself.
The case of commuting Ar is of particular im portance for statistical thermodynamics: In the frame of the information theory approach to quantum statistical thermodynamics, equilibrium may be characterized20' 21 as a situation in which the given information refers only to mutually compatible constants of the motion. This means: In order for the information (1.1) to characterize an equilibrium state, the operators Ar of (1.1) must not only form a regular set but, in addition, must commute with one another as well as with the Hamiltonian of the system considered. The most important example of an equilibrium state with h > 1 is furnished by the macrocanonical ensemble-, it describes the equilibrium state of an open manyparticle system with fixed mean values of the energy and the number of particles by means of the "intensive parameters" temperature and chemical potential. In this case we have the operator set ^mac.ens. = {N, H} where N denotes the particle number operator and H the Hamiltonian of the open system. N and H commute and, under very general conditions on the interaction between the particles8, fulfil the property (# ) of Theorem IV. Accordingly, the macrocanonical ensemble is covered by Theorem IV provided that {N, H} is regular. Unfortunately, Corollary 9 does not guar antee the regularity of {N, H}, since for realistic particle interactions neither N nor H is regular. We will thus conclude this paper by specifying a group of physically reasonable conditions under which { N, H } satisfies all assumptions of Theorem IV.
Notations.
We consider an open system consist ing of an undetermined number of identical par ticles. A system with a definite number n of particles is described in the separable Hilbert space which is the subspace of all symmetric or of all antisymmetric vectors of the w-fold tensor product J f i (x) • • • ® depending on whether the particles are bosons or fermions22. The open system with an undetermined number of particles is accordingly described in the Fock space n = 0 Here we subjoined also the trivial case of particle number zero with being defined as a onedimensional Hilbert space, i.e. Jf^ == C. If Hw is the Hamiltonian of the w-particle system, \ n the identity operator of and if we set Ho = Oo, then the Hamiltonian H and the particle number operator N of the open system have the form oo oo H = © H", N = © w 1 n . (3.29) n=0 n=0 By the spectral set S(^4) of a s.a. operator A with a pure point spectrum we understand the set of real numbers which contains only eigenvalues of A and which contains every eigenvalue of A exactly as often as indicated by its multiplicity. Then Zp ft (a, ß) = E(<x., ß) is finite for all a > aß > 0, ß > 1/6, and {N, H} has the pro perty (# ).
Proof.
oo oo S(a, / 3 ) -l = 2 2 e_arie x p { -n = 1 i = 1 oo Afn m=1 i=l oo oo + 2 e~ara 2 exp{-0A<»>} n= 1 i = Af" + l s T i + I , . oo oo Z1 ! < 2 e_ari e'3«" = 2 e-n^~a^{d nP + v} w = l n=l oo oô V 2 + rf 2g{p, e)Pe£n n=1 n=1
This yields 27i < oo for a > a ß. oo oo 2 e~^cexp{-ßb\n (t'/w«)} n=l i = 3/n + l oo oô 2 e~an niw 2
• n=l i=l
If we now assume b ß > 1, then we obtain oo W ) = 2 ( 1A')ö/3<°° and t=i oô e-0cg(qbß, Ö 2 [e-(a"ö)]w n=l for all ß > 1/6, 0 ^ d if q = 0 and for ß > 1/6, 0 < ö < qbßje if q > 0. This yields Z<> < oo for a > 0 and ß > 1/6 and completes the proof. □ A ck n owl edge me nts
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